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ABSTRACT 
We give the complete classification of quadratic forms tl( AX ‘1 obtained by taking 
the trace of n x n matrices AX2 for n = 2,3, where A E M,( F,,), X is a square 
matrix of n2 variables, and Fq is a finite field of order 4 and of characteristic different 
from 2. As an application of the classification we can compute the number of solu- 
tions of a matrix equation X,Z + X2” + ... +Xi = B for a 2 X 2 matrix B over F<,. 
0 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F(, be a finite field of order q whose characteristic is not 2, and Fv 
the prime field of F4. Th e number of solutions of the equation xf + xi 
+ ... +x’ = A over a finite field is well known [l, 51. This is obtainable by 
using qudjratic Gauss sums. Let us consider the matrix equation over F,: 
(1-l) 
The number of solutions (X,, X2,. . . , X,,) E M,(F,)“’ of (1.1) is related to 
the classification of quadratic forms tl( AX’) obtained from taking the trace 
of the matrix AX* where A, X E M,( F,). In fact, let t(B, m, n) be the 
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number of solutions of the equation (1.1). Consider the following sum: 
G(B,m,n) = c e(tr[ A( X: + X,z + -.* +X; - B)] >, (1.2) 
A, X,=MJF<,) 
where e(a) = exp[(2ni/p) trFq,,p(a)l for a in Fq. Then we have 
PROPOSITION 1. G(B, m, n> = q”‘t(B, m, n). 
Proof Our assertion is immediate from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. For a matrix Y in M,(F,) we put 
G(Y) = c e(tr( AY)). 
A E M,W,) 
Then 
i 
0 
G(Y) = 
if YZO, 
4 
,,z 
if Y=O. 
Proof. If Y = 0, then it is trivial. Suppose Y # 0. Since the trace map 
from Fq to Fp is surjective, we can choose a matrix C in M,(F,) such that 
e(tr(CY )) # 1. Then 
e(tr(CY))G(Y) = c e(tr[( A + C)Y]) = G(Y). 
A E M,(F,) 
Hence we obtain G(Y) = 0. 
On the other hand, we have 
G(B,m,n) = c 
AeM,(F,) 
x x ??F,, )e(tr[ A( Xis + Xz + ... +X2 - B)] > 
I “4 
??
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For a matrix A E M,(F,) we consider a quadratic form QA = tl( AX2). We 
say that A is equivalent to A’, which is denoted by A me A’, if QA is 
isometric to QA,. For example, we easily see that if there is a matrix P in 
GL,(F,) such that P-‘AP = A’, then A -e A’, i.e. QA E QA!. We put 
gn( A) = c e(tr( AX2)). (1.4) 
Xic M,(F,) 
Let M,, M,,..., M, be all the distinct equivalence classes in M,(F,) by the 
equivalence relation mE . Take an element Ai from each class M,. Then by 
(1.3) we have 
G( B, m, n) = k gn( Ai)In( C e( - tr( AB))). 
i=l ACM, 
(1.5) 
Therefore we know that t(B, m, n> is expressed as a sum of numbers 
depending only on the equivalence classes and B. In this paper, we shall give 
the classification of quadratic forms tr( AX’) for n = 2,3. Further we shall 
give t( B, m, 2) explicitly. 
2. A QUADRATIC FORM t&4X2) 
In this section we use the notation and terminology in O’Meara [4]. 
Throughout this section F denotes a field whose characteristic is not 2. Let 
V = M,(F). We make it a quadratic space. For a matrix A = (aij) E V we 
consider the following quadratic form: 
QA( X) = tr( Ax’), x E v. 
Let B,( X, Y) be the bilinear form associated with QA( X). Then 
B,(X,Y) =2-l tr[A(XY+ YX)], X,Y E v. 
Let V, be the quadratic space (V, B*>,. Matrix units E,,, E,,, . . . , E,,, 
E 21,. . . , E,, form a basis of V,. Let A = (Zij> be the symmetric matrix 
corresponding to V, with respect to this basis. Then 
an(i-l)+h,n(j+I)+k = 2-i tr[ A( Eih Ejk + Elk Eih)] 
= 2-‘(akisjh + Uhj&), (2-l) 
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where aij is Kronecker’s delta and 1 < h, i, j, k < n. Now we put 
- 
an(,-l)+h,"(j-l)+k = ahjSik. 
Further let us consider a square matrix Aof degree n2 defined by 
Then it follows from (2.1) that 
A = 2-‘(A+‘X). (2.2) 
To determine the discriminant of VA we shall prove some propositions. 
For two matrices A = (ajj) in M,,“(F) and B in M,,,(F) we define 
/a,,B a,,B *** alnB 
\ 
A@B= a21 B 
az2 B ... a2n B 
. . . . . . . . . 
an,lB am2 B ... aIll”B / 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A = (ajj), B = (bij) he two n X n 
unit matrix of degree n, and L = i?,, = (Lij). Then E, the 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
L = L-1 =fL, 
L(A @ B) = (B @AIL, 
x(E, 0 A)L = L(A Q E,), 
A = 2_l(E, Q A +‘A @ E,)L. 
(2.3) 
square matrices, 
Proof- Since -L(i-~)+h,~(j-~)+k = a,, Ajh, (1) is clear. Note that the 
(n(i - 1) + h, n(j - 1) + k) entry of A 8 B is a,jbhk. We see that the 
(n(i - 1) + h, n(j - 1) + k) entry of L(A @ B)L-’ = L(A 8 B)L is 
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which coincides with the (n(i - 1) + h, n(j - 1) + k) entry of B 8 A. 
Hence (2) holds. Similarly &_ lj+h, nCj_ lj+k = ahj&, and the (n(i - 1) + 
h, n(_j - 1) + k) entry of AL is 
Cahssifssksjf = ahksij, 
s, t 
which coincides with the (n(i - 1) + h, n(j - 1) + k) entry of E, 8 A. 
Thus we have x = (E, F A)L, and by (2) we see (E, @ A)L = L( A 8 E,). 
This shows (3). Since 2 A = x + ‘A, (4) is clear. ??
PROPOSITION 4. Let A, B be two square matrices in M,(F). If A is 
similar to B, denoted by A N B-i.e., there is a matrix P in GL,(F) such 
that B = P-‘AP-then i =‘(P c~~P-‘)~(P @‘P-l) and det A = det B’. 
Proof. From Proposition 3 
‘(P C+72A(P &P-l) 
=f (P &P-‘)(E, @ A +‘A @ E,)L( P ~3~P-l) 
=‘( P @‘P-‘)(E,, 8 A +“A @ E,)(‘P-’ @ P) L 
= ((E, 8 P-‘AP) + (‘( P-lAP) ~3 E,))L 
= 2B. 
This shows our assertion. W 
THEOREM 5. Let dV, be the discriminant of the quadratic space V,. 
Then 
dn -u/2 
det A* n(cxi + cyi)“, 
i<j 
where (Ye, CY~,..., CY, are the eigenvalues of A. 
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Proof. It is easy to see our assertion follows from the equation 
det(2 A) = ( - l)n(n-1”2 n 
l<i,j<n 
( oi + CY~)~. 
From Proposition 4 we can pass to the algebraic closure F of F and then 
assume that A is in Jordan canonical form in M,(F). Since det L = 
(- l)“‘“- ‘)12, by (4) of Proposition 3 we have only to show det(E, @ A + 
‘A Q E,) = 17i,j(cri + oj). But this follows immediately, because 
det(E,@A++‘A@E,)=ndet(oiE,+A)=n(oi+~j). ??
i,j i,j 
3. THE CASE n = 2 
In this section we shall classify quadratic forms tr( AX 2, for A E M,( F(, > 
and give t( B, m, 2) explicitly. 
THEOREM 6. Let F be a field of characteristic difSerent form 2, and V, 
the quadratic space associated with the quadratic form QA = td AX 2 > for a 
matrix A in M,(F). Then 
if A=O, 
H I (tr A) I (tr Adet A) if A#O, 
where H is a hyperbolic plane. Further, if F is a finite field of characteristic 
f 2 and V, is regular, then 
V, = H I (1) I (det A). 
Proof. If A = 0, then our assertions are clear. We assume A # 0. Let 
A be the symmetric matrix_corresponding to QA defined in Section 2. By 
directly diagonalization of A the first part of our assertions is obtainable. The 
second part is clear, since it is well known that a regular quadratic space over 
a finite field of characteristic z 2 is determined by its discriminant [4, 62:laJ. 
W 
G( B ‘, m, n). Since it 
degree 2 is similar to 
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Take a nonsquare element S in F4. Put 
M, = {A E M2(Fy) IA # 0,trA = 0}, 
M, = (A E M2(F,) I det A = 0,trA E (FyX)‘), 
M, = (A E M2(Fg) I det A = 0,trA E S(Ft)‘), 
M5 = (A E M2(Fy) I trA # O,det A E (Fr)2), 
M, = {A E M2(F,) I trA # O,det A E a(Fd()‘). 
Then M,, . . . , M, are all distinct equivalence classes in M2( Fg >. By Proposi- 
tion 1 and (1.5) we have 
t( B, m, n) = qm4 i$lI~(A,)” C e( - tr(AB)), 
AEM, 
where A, is an element of Mi (for i = 1,2,. . . ,6). Let 
g = C f&x2> = C x(x)e(x) 
X’Fq XEFq 
be a quadratic Gauss sum where x is a character of order 2 on F4. If Ai is in 
Mi, theti by (1.4) clearly g2(Al) = q4, g2(A2) = q3, g2(A,) = gq2, g2(A,) 
= -gq2, g2(A,) = x(- 1)q2, g2(A,) = -x(-1)q2. Hence we have only 
to compute CAE M;e( - td AB)). Note that if B N B’, then G( B, m, n) = 
is known that a nonzero and nonscalar matrix B of 
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it is sufficient to consider the cases B given by one of the following three 
types: 
B = 0, 
Since the cases in which B is zero or scalar are treated similarly, we shall 
consider the case 
First of all, we easily have 
c e( - tr( AB)) = 1, 
A E M , 
c e( - tr( AB)) = -1. 
A E M2 
If we put 
then - tr( AB) = c - hD - dT. Thus we have 
AFM e( - tr( AB)) 
.i 
= c e(c - bD - dT) 
ad - hc = 0 
=c+ c 
at(FX)’ rl 2 + bc 
-bc=O -=,yE(k‘X)” 
d 
= G{[l - x( D)2]q - l} 
+ c e(c - bD - dT). 
Cl120 
cl’-ds+bc=O 
,sE(F~)~ 
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If we denote by f( D, T) the sum 
c e(c - bD - dT), 
dzo 
d2-ds+bc=o 
se(FX)’ 
then 
f(D,T)= C + C = C e(y -bD-dT) 
b=o b+O b,d+O 
ss(FX)* 
Since bd # 0, 
f(D,T)=$ c e(-$-bD-dT) 
b,d#O 
[x($-l]. 
Moreover, replacing d by bk, we have 
= kg c x( k)e(b( k2 + kT + 0)) 
b,k#O 
- i b$oe(b(k2 + kT + d)) 
k’+kT+D=o k2+kT+D#0 k’+kT+D=O k’+kT+D#O 
X(k) - q[ x(T’ - 40) + x(D)‘] + q - 1 
k2+kT+D=0 
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Ifweput R= C X(k) = c X(k), then 
kEF ksFX 
k’+kT+d=O k’+kT+D=O 
f( D,T) = i(9gR - 9[ X(T2 - 40) + x( W”] + 9 - 1). 
Hence we have 
c e( - tr( AB)) = z{ [1 - X( D)“]9 + @ - X(T2 - Jo) - l). 
AEM, 
Similarly we have 
.gMe( -tr(AB))= ~([l-X(D)Lly-@-X(T2-40)-lj, 
I 
c e( - tr( AB)) 
AEMs 
=- ~([x(-D)-1+x(o)2-x(-1) +x(-l)x(T"-4w2]9 
+X(P - 40) + 1+ x(-l)}, 
and 
c 4 - tr( AB)) 
= -- ~([X(-D)+1-X(D)2-X(-l)+X(-l)X(~2-4~)219 
-X(P - 40) - 1 + x(-l)> 
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Therefore we have 
PROPOSITION 7. Let 
B, = 0, B= ii ’ 2 
( ) 0 A’ 
B, = (; ;‘) -2(Fq) 
(A E F,'), and 
-T+m -T-dF25 
2 2 
$ x(T’ - 40) = 1, 
0 ij- x(T2 - 40) = -1. 
Then 
(1) t( B,, m, 2) = 94m-4 + (93 - 1)93”‘-4 + i[l + (- l)“‘] 
x[ x(- P/2(92 - 1)9+3 +(93 - 2q2 + 1)92m-3] 
- g1 + (- 1>“‘11(9 - 1)92”_3, 
(2) t(B,, m,2) = 94m-4 + (93 - 1)93m-4 - i[l + (--l)“] 
x[ x(-l)“‘79 + 1)957-3 + (92 - 9 - 1)92n’-3] 
+ i[l + (-l)““] 
x[ X(-l)‘m-W2X(~)(9 + 1)9@-5112 + 92m-3], 
(3) t( B,, m, 2) = q4”-’ + 93m-4 + i[l + (-l)“] 
(x(-l)m’2([1 - ~(0)~]9 - x(T2 - 40) - 1)9+3 
+{[ ~(0)~ - 119 + 1 + x(T2 - 4D)}92m-3) 
+ f[l + (-l)“+‘] 
x(~(- l)b+W W-WR 
+{[/y(D) - I?+ x(T2 - 4D)219 + l]92m-3). 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF QUADRATIC FORMS tdAX2) 
In this section we shall give useful results to classify quadratic forms 
tl( AX 2, over a field I” of characteristic different from 2. 
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THEOREM 8. For two square matrices S in M,(F), T in M&F), let 
Then 
where r = rank(‘S @ El + E, 8 T 1, s = 2Ckl - r). 
Proof. For matrices X E Mk( F), Y E M,(F), U, V E M,_,(F), let 
Then we see 
QM(Z) = tr( MZ2) = tr(SX2) + tr(TY2) + tr(SUfV) + tr(pVU) 
= OS(X) * QT(Y) 1 QsA&VlL 
where Qs,T([U,V]) = tl(Su’V) + tl(?‘VU). Let 2.R = M,,,(F) @ M,,,(F). 
We can consider YJI as a quadratic space associated with a quadratic form 
QJ[U, VI), [U, V 1 E 2Y.R Let B,, T be the corresponding symmetric bilinear 
form; then 
= Q&U1 + U2>V, + V21) - Q([U,JSl) - Q(iU2J21) 
= tr(S(G;‘V, + UiVI)) + tr(T(tV,U2 +tV2U1)). 
Consider the following basis of $92: 
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where oij = [ Eij, 01, pij = [0, ~~~1. Then, with respect to the basis, 
BS,T(aih, ajk) = BS,T( Pih> Pjk) = O, 
Therefore the corresponding symmetric matrix is 
0 tS @ E, + E, 8 T 
‘(‘S @ E, + E, @ T) 0 
Hence we have ‘%R z H r _L (O)", where r = ram&S 8 El + E, Q T) and 
2r + s = 2 kl. This shows our assertions. ??
Let C ’ E M,(F) be th e or J d an canonical matrix of C E M,(F). Then 
there is a matrix P in GL,(F) such that 
(Cl o\ 
C’ = p-‘cp = 
c* 
0 ct / 
where Ci are Jordan cells of C ‘. Now we shall use the notation C = 
[C,, C,, . . . , C,], which means that [C,, C,, . . . , c,] is the Jordan canonical 
matrix of C. The next proposition is obtainable from [3, Theorem 2.11, where 
it is expressed in term of elementary divisors of a matrix and it is proved in 
the case of a field of characteristic 0. However, we show it again in terms of 
the rank of a matrix, in order that this paper may be self-contained. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let A, B be two matrices in M,(F), M,(F) respec- 
tively, and A = [A,, A,, . . . , A,], B = LB,, B,, . . . , B,l. Then 
rank(A 8 E, + E, Q B) = mn - c min(mi,nj}, 
a,+fil=O 
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where q, fij are the diagonal elements of Ai, Bj respectively, and mi = 
size( Ai), nj = size( Bj>. 
Proof. Let P, Q E GL,(F) such that P-‘AP and Q-lBQ are Jordan 
canonical matrices of A and B respectively. We put R =tP-’ @ Q; then we 
have 
R-‘(“A 8 E, + E, 63 B)R =t(~-l~p) ~3 E, + E, Q (Q-‘BQ). 
Thus we can suppose that A and B are Jordan canonical matrices. From 
(2.3), it follows that 
“A @ E, + E, 8 B = 
Hence 
‘A, Q B 0 
tAq @ B 
rank(tA @ E, + E, 8 B) = i rank(*Aj 8 E, + E,# @ B) 
i=l 
and 
*Ai 8 E, + E,, @ B 
cqE, + B 0 
E” qEn + B 
E, ‘. 
cqEn + B 
0 En cr,E, + B 
(4.1) 
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Using elementary transformations, we obtain the following matrix: 
0 0 --* 0 0 ( - l)“‘-‘( aiE, + B)m’ 
E, 0 .a. 0 0 (-1) “‘-‘( aiEn + B)+ 
0 E, ... 0 0 (-1) mi-3( aiEn + B)m’-2 
. . . . . . . . . 
0 0 1.1 E, 0 -(@I, + B)2 
0 0 ... 0 i E, aiEn + B 
Thus we have 
rank(‘rl, BE, + Ema CZJ B) = n(mj - 1) f rank[(aiE, + B)“‘]. 
Since B is a Jordan canonical matrix, we see 
rank[(aiEn + B)““] = h 
j=’ 
rank([(ai + Pj)E”, +_/“,]m’)> 
where ln, is the nilpotent matrix of order nj in M, (F). If ai + pj Z 0, then 
ranHd( q + j3j)E,I + Jn, lrn, = nj. On the other hand, if q + pj = 0, then 
rank[ ( ai + Pj)En, + In,] = rank[(l,,)‘n’] = {2 - mi i: zi”>:nI 
Therefore we have 
rank[( aiEn + B)“‘] = n - c min{nj, m,} 
n,+P,=O 
and 
rank[‘A, @ E, + E,, @I B) = n(mi - 1) + n - c min{ni, m,}. 
a,+P,=O 
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By (4.1) we have 
rank(tA@EE,+E,@B)= h 
i=l 
C min( nj, mj} 
a,+pl=o 
= mn - c min( m,, nj} . ??
a, + p, = 0 
5. THE CASE n = 3 
Now we are ready to classify quadratic forms QA = tl( AX”) for A E 
Ma( F,). For a matrix A E M,( F(,) let V, be a quadratic space in Section 2. 
It is well known that a regular quadratic space over F(, is determined by its 
discriminant [4, 62:la]. Hence we have only to consider V, which is not 
regular. Let (Y, P, y be the eigenvalues of A. Further let fA< X> and v~OA( X) 
be the characteristic polynomial and the minimal polynomial of A respec- 
tively. If V, is not regular, then by Theorem 5 we have 
For n = 3 it is easy to see that for two matrices A and B, A is similar to B if 
and only if fA( X) = fs( X) and cp,,( X) = cps( X ). Thus the pair 
(f,(X), cp,(xN d e ermines t V, uniquely up to isometries. In the following 
Proposition 10, we determine all the spaces V,. 
PROPOSITION 10. For a matrix A in M,( Fq) let fA( X) be the characteris- 
tic polynomial of A, cp,(X) the minimal polynomial of A, and w t_he 
coefficient of X of fA( X). Further let (Y, /3, y denote nonzero elements in F(,. 
(1) zff,CX) = x:’ and q,,(X) = X, then 
(2) If&(X) = x” and q.,,(X) = X’, then 
(3) Zff,<X) = cp,(X) = X”, then 
I’, I H3 I (0)‘. 
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(4) ZffA(X) = X2(X - CY) and cp,(X) = X(X - a), then 
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V, z Hz I (tr A) I (0)4. 
(5) Iff,CX) = qAo,(X> = X2(X - a), then 
V, E H3 I (tr A) I (0)2. 
(6) Iff,(X) = X(X - (YXX + (Y), then 
V, = H3 I (0)3. 
(7) Iff,<X> = X(X - (YXX - p), (Y + p # 0, then 
V, = H3 I (1) I (0) I (0). 
(8) Iff,(X> = (X - (Y>~(X + (Y) and q,,,(X) = (X - aXX + a>, then 
V, z H” _L ( - det A) I (0)4. 
(9) rff,(X> = q.,(X) = (X - a)‘(X + a), then 
VA g H3 I ( - det A) I (0)‘. 
(10) Iff,(X) = (X - a)(X + a)(X - /3), a f fi # 0, then 
V, G H3 I ( - det A) I (0)2. 
(11) In other cmes, i.e. ifVA is regular, then 
VA = H4 I ( - det A). 
Proof. The assertion (3) is immediately obtained from the diagonaliza- 
tion of A. The proofs of the other assertions are similar. Thus we shall give a 
proof only for (9). Note that if A is similar to B over F, then V, G V,. 
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Therefore, in this case, we can suppose 
1 0 
A=L 0. 
i I 0 0 --(Y 
and T = - a. Then, using Theorem 8, we see 
VA = Vs I V, I H’ _L (O)“, 
where r = rank(‘S @ E, + E, 8 T) and s = 2(2 X 1 - r). By Proposition 9, 
we have r = 1 and s = 2. By Theorem 6, we have 
V, = H _L (l)‘, 
v,. = ( - a). 
Hence we have 
VA = H" ..I_ (a) I (0)'. ??
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